The Validity of Direct-Observation in Assessment of Clinical Skills.

Two modes of evaluation are compared: the summary evaluation by supervisors performed at six-month intervals, and the technique of direct observation of a clinical encounter through one-way glass. The sample consists of 17 residents in pediatrics who were evaluated, using both methods, over an eight-month interval. The analysis of data indicates that the reliability of the direct observation technique is acceptable, in contrast to the low reliability of the supervisor's assessment. A positive correlation exists between evaluations obtained from each method, suggesting that the two methods are measuring the same behaviors, but the results are not significant, probably because of the low reliability of the supervisor's assessment. Finally, both methods showed the expected change with educational level, with the direct observation scores displaying a change of two to three times the supervisor's assessments. The results indicate that the method of direct observation is a more reliable and valid assessment technique than the assessment by supervisors. The implications of this conclusion are discussed. (Author/BB)
Introduction:

Recent recognition has been given to the inadequacy of present testing instruments in the assessment of clinical skills. Ample evidence has accumulated that the traditional informatics-oriented examination correlates poorly with subsequent clinical performance. This evidence has led to innovations in the certification examination, use of formative evaluations as a component of the certification process, and directives for investigation of new evaluation techniques at the national level.

Since the majority of these evaluation techniques involve some degree of simulation of the physician-patient encounter, ranging in fidelity from the use of one-way glass to observe a workup of the real patient, to the paper-and-pencil format of the Patient Management Problem, it is essential to examine both the internal reliability of the method, and its external validity. One problem in establishing the validity of any evaluation of clinical skills is the absence of any objective measure of clinical competence, and the validity must generally be inferred from indirect analyses.

In the present paper, we focus on the direct-observation of the clinical workup, using either real or simulated patients. The reliability of the technique has been established, and preliminary data suggest a positive correlation with a similar assessment by clinical supervisors. In the present work, the independent assessment by clinical supervisors, an evaluation mode which has gained widespread acceptance, will be examined in greater detail, and the relative validity of the two methods inferred from an analysis of the reliability of each method, examination of change in evaluations with educational level, and a correlation between methods.

Materials and Methods:

a) Residents

Of the 15 Pediatric residents evaluated, eight were first year and seven were second year residents. Their medical backgrounds varied greatly; most had graduated from medical schools in their country of origin and had been in Canada for varying periods of time. The residents spent three month rotations on nursery, in-patient or ambulatory services in the Pediatric program.

b) Evaluators

Evaluators were seven general Pediatricians in consulting practice, who were heavily involved in patient care and serve as attending physicians on the various services in the residency program.
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An evaluation form was sent to two or more physicians who had had the most contact with the resident during his rotation in a particular service. The physicians were generally those attending on that service or those admitting many patients to the service during the resident's rotation. An accompanying letter was sent to these physicians asking them to complete the form if they felt they had had sufficient contact with the resident to evaluate his work.

The scores and comments of each evaluator were summarized and feedback occurred through the small tutorial groups in which each resident participated. Scores were derived by assigning numerical values to the categories on the form. These evaluations were completed in October 1972 and February 1973, reporting on each occasion reports covering the previous three month rotation.

Single Encounter

In this form of evaluation, the resident was observed doing a history and physical examination on a patient, the observers watching from behind a one-way viewing screen equipped with audio facilities. Teams of two evaluators who were general consulting pediatricians were selected. The patients were those of one of the two evaluators. The patients were fully informed prior to being seen of the fact that they would be observed and their consent obtained. The patients selected for junior residents were generally single problems (obesity, enuresis, abdominal pain) while those selected for senior residents were more complex (syndromes associated with mental retardation and behavioural disorders, or complex multi-system diseases).

On two occasions because of patient cancellations it was necessary to use a programmed patient. An infant or toddler from the adjoining pediatric ward was picked as the patient. A nurse from the ward was given a prepared history which coincided with the child's clinical status. The nurse was coached a few days prior to the evaluations as to how to perform as a programmed mother. During evaluations involving this patient neither evaluator or residents had prior knowledge nor suspected afterwards that the nurse was not the child's real mother.

Instructions to evaluators were as follows:

Evaluators were to compare the resident's performance to that of an expert pediatrician. They were asked to become familiar with the evaluation form which outlined specific areas in which the resident's performance was to be judged. They were given brief summaries of the patients' problems which listed pertinent, negative and positive features of the history and physical and which included the suggested plan of management. By using this summary and by taking brief notes while observing the resident the evaluator could compare the history and physical obtained by the resident to the summarized findings and could see errors of omission and technique. During observation, the evaluator could score all parts of the evaluation form except for problem formulation and plan of management, both of which were scored after the resident presented this information to the evaluators in the feed-back session following the observation.

The explanations given to the residents prior to this form of evaluation stressed that the evaluation was to be viewed as an exercise rather than an examination. The residents were told that the patients they would see would
generally be those of a pediatrician who would be evaluating them. The patient would be returning for follow-up of a particular problem and the resident's goal in seeing the patient was to determine the nature of the chronic problem as well as the current clinical status referrable to that problem. It was explained that the resident would be observed during history and physical examination and would then be expected to formulate a plan of investigation and management appropriate for the patient's current problems. The initial part of the feedback session with the evaluators would be the resident's presentation of the patient's problems as he saw them, his plans for investigation and management of those problems.

These evaluations took place in October 1972 and March 1973. Two days were scheduled for the evaluation of 15 residents on each occasion. Patients were given consecutive one-hour appointments. Evaluator teams usually worked for one-half day. The evaluation of one resident took place in one hour. The resident was allowed forty minutes with the parent and child during which he was monitored by the evaluators in the viewing room. In the next twenty minutes, the resident met with the evaluators and presented the patient to the evaluators. This was followed by a discussion of the resident's performance with him by his evaluators.

Analysis of Data:

Data analysis was directed to an investigation of firstly, the internal consistency or reliability of each category for the single encounter (SE) and long-term (LT) evaluations, and secondly, by examining the correlations between SE and LT assessments, and the change in evaluations over the eight-month interval, the validity of each method.

As an initial step, distributions of raw scores accumulated over all categories and all evaluators were plotted as shown in Figure I. From the figure, it is evident that the SE scores are distributed broadly over the range of possible values, with a calculated standard deviation of 0.98. By contrast, the LT estimates follow a much narrower distribution, with 85% of all scores falling in the range 3–4, and a standard deviation of 0.49. Secondly, 3% of SE evaluations fell in the "not applicable" category versus 9% of LT estimates. These results provide a measure of the ability of the instrument to discriminate levels of performance, and indicate that the SE evaluations have greater discrimination.

The raw scores were then utilized in a calculation of reliability, using the method of split-halves, and the Spearman-Brown formula. Reliability coefficients for each category are shown in Table I.

Considering first the SE evaluations, thirteen of the eighteen categories had reliabilities greater than 0.45. Two categories, Investigations and Treatment, had reliabilities of about 0.3, and three categories, Problem Orientation of History, Priority of Problems, and Disposition, had reliabilities in the range 0 to 0.1. It is evident that difficulties were present in assessing problem formulation and management, a result at variance with previous analyses using this form. The difficulties may be due in part to the assessment of problem formulation in discussion with the resident rather than from a written record, the method formerly utilized. The low reliability of the history category is difficult to rationalize, as other similar categories had high reliability. The average of all reliabilities was 0.50.
Turning to the LT estimates, there was a significant difference with an average value of \( \chi^2 \), with an average value of \( \chi^2 \). The results are not suprising in view of the narrow definition of raw score. Furthermore, the low reliability of the data raised serious questions regarding the validity of the approach to performance evaluation.

**Analysis of Reliability:**

In analyzing the validity of any evaluation of clinical performance, the basic question to be answered is "How well does the evaluation instrument reflect the habitual clinical performance of the subject physician?" The question is particularly cogent when applied to the certification process, and one ramification has been the use of ongoing evaluation, similar to the long-term assessment of the present work, as a component of the certification grading by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada. However, the analysis of reliability in the preceding section would indicate that this method is in itself sufficiently unreliable to raise questions about the external validity of such evaluations.

Since, at the present time, there is no independent, reliable measure of clinical skills with which the SE and LT evaluations could be compared, the analysis of validity was approached indirectly, by first correlating evaluations from each method to ascertain if the two methods were assessing the same characteristics, and by examining the change in evaluations from September to March (construct validity).

Since the categories assessed in each method were not identical, a first step was to group categories, and average scores, in such a way as to develop common characteristics.

Correlation coefficients for the seven grouped categories are shown in Table II. Six coefficients are positive, but none reach significance at the \( \cdot 05 \) level. Two conclusions may be drawn from these results: that the different methods are assessing different characteristics, or that the unreliability of the LT estimates precludes any meaningful comparison with other measures.

Analysis of the change in evaluations from September to March is shown in Table II. It will be noted, that although all changes are in the positive direction, change in the SE estimates is approximately twice the observed change in LT data. An interesting observation is that the category which least changes in the SE assessments, (G-Patient Interaction), is that which shows the greatest change in the LT estimates. Since the clinical supervisor rarely observes the resident in a one-to-one relationship with patients, it is postulated that the large change in the LT estimates is a reflection of the supervisors own greater familiarity with the resident. If this category is removed from the average, the average change in SE estimates is 0.300, compared with 0.109 for the LT estimates.

**Discussion of Results:**

The analysis of reliability indicates that the SE method results in subjective evaluations with a fair degree of reliability. Certain areas, particularly problem formulation and management were inadequate, and may be improved by assessments based on a written record. Other facts which may be utilized to improve the reliability of the data include the development of descriptors to
In contrast, the long-term estimates were characterized by extreme, variable reliability, primarily because the instrument possessed low discriminatory power, resulting in a narrow range of scores.

The analysis of validity substantiates these observations, in that correlations between SE and LT estimates were low, and not statistically significant. Furthermore, the expected progression with educational level was present in both SE and LT estimates, but the average change with SE evaluations was 2-3 times the change observed in LT assessments.

Conclusions:

The data presented has serious implications at a time when certifying boards are recognizing formative evaluation as a component of the certification process. The assessment of clinical skills by supervising faculty, who complete a form on a periodic basis, has shown to have little value as an evaluative instrument, and if formative evaluation is to effectively provide information, it will be necessary for educators to examine in detail a number of alternate methodologies for achieving this evaluation. One alternative is the single encounter assessment, which, although retaining the liabilities of subjective evaluation, appears to be more reliable than the supervisor's assessment.

It is intended to repeat this analysis in the near future, using a larger sample of about fifty residents in internal medicine, and examining the reliability of the assessment form used by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada. If the results of this study are verified with the larger sample, it will be the task of medical educators to develop and test alternative evaluation modalities, such as the single encounter assessment, and examine possible ways in which the reliability of these methods can be improved.
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TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Interview Skills</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. History</td>
<td>4,5,6</td>
<td>iiii,iiiiii</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Physical Exam</td>
<td>7,8,9,10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Problem Formulation</td>
<td>11,12,13</td>
<td>3i,3ii</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Investigations</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Management</td>
<td>15,16</td>
<td>61,6iiii</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Dr.-Pt. Relation</td>
<td>17,18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE I

Distribution of Raw Scores